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Abstract The interaction between Callisto’s atmosphere and ionosphere with the surrounding
magnetospheric environment is analyzed by applying a hybrid simulation code, in which the ions are
treated as particles and the electrons are treated as a fluid. Callisto is unique among the Galilean satellites
in its interaction with the ambient magnetospheric plasma as the gyroradii of the impinging plasma and
pickup ions are large compared to the size of the moon. A kinetic representation of the ions is therefore
mandatory to adequately describe the resulting asymmetries in the electromagnetic fields and the
deflection of the plasma flow near Callisto. Multiple model runs are performed at various distances of
the moon to the center of Jupiter’s magnetospheric current sheet, with differing angles between the
corotational plasma flow and the ionizing solar radiation. When Callisto is embedded in the Jovian current
sheet, magnetic perturbations due to the plasma interaction are more than twice the strength of the
background field and may therefore obscure any magnetic signal generated via induction in a subsurface
ocean. The magnetic field perturbations generated by Callisto’s ionospheric interaction are very similar at
different orbital positions of the moon, demonstrating that local time is only of minor importance when
disentangling magnetic signals generated by the magnetosphere-ionosphere interaction from those driven
by induction. Our simulations also suggest that deflection of the magnetospheric plasma around the moon
cannot alone explain the density enhancement of 2 orders of magnitude measured in Callisto’s wake during
Galileo flybys. However, through inclusion of an ionosphere surrounding Callisto, modeled densities in the
wake are consistent with in situ measurements.

1. Introduction

Jupiter’s second largest moon Callisto (radius RC =2410 km) orbits its parent planet at a distance of 26.3 RJ

(radius of Jupiter RJ=71492 km) and with an orbital period of 16.7 days. Featuring an inclination of only
0.19∘, Callisto’s orbit is located within Jupiter’s rotational equatorial plane. However, since Jupiter’s magnetic
moment is tilted by 9.6∘ with respect to the planet’s rotation axis, Jupiter’s magnetospheric magnetic field and
associated current sheet exhibit strong oscillatory variations at the orbital position of Callisto [Khurana, 1997].
The timescale of these oscillations is mainly defined by the planet’s synodic rotation period of 10.18 h [e.g.,
Neubauer, 1998; Seufert et al., 2011]. Additional variability in the ambient magnetospheric field conditions may
arise from, for example, contributions of Jupiter’s magnetopause currents near Callisto.

During 7 Galileo spacecraft flybys of Callisto between 1996 and 2001, the onboard magnetometer instrument
collected data in the immediate vicinity of the moon (see Table 1 for the naming of the flybys). Data from two
of these flybys (C3 and C9) showed a local dipolar field structure at Callisto superimposed on the background
Jovian magnetospheric field. Several studies have ascribed these perturbations to the presence of an electri-
cally conducting water ocean beneath the surface of the moon, which generates magnetic signatures outside
of the moon via electromagnetic induction [Khurana et al., 1998; Kivelson et al., 1999; Zimmer et al., 2000]. By
assuming that the magnetic perturbations were generated exclusively by currents induced in Callisto’s inte-
rior, Zimmer et al. [2000] found magnetic field flyby data from C3 and C9 to be consistent with an ocean at a
depth of approximately 170 km.

The magnetopause of Jupiter is located at a standoff distance between approximately 45 and 100 RJ depend-
ing on ambient solar wind conditions [Joy et al., 2002]. Therefore, Callisto interacts with the Jovian magneto-
spheric plasma environment and is never exposed to the solar wind. Callisto’s orbital period is much larger
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Table 1. Galileo Spacecraft Flybys of Callisto With Their Abbreviations and Datesa

Flyby Date 𝛼⊙ (deg) LT (h) hcs (RJ) C/A (km) MAG Io Pl

C3 4 Nov 1996 116.8 07:47 3.24 1135.9 × ×
C9 25 Jun 1997 83.0 05:32 −3.52 418.1 × × ×
C10 17 Sep 1997 75.5 05:02 −2.45 535.3 × ×
C20 5 May 1999 267.5 17:50 2.93 1321.4 ×
C21 30 Jun 1999 26.1 01:44 −1.87 1048.1 × ×
C22 14 Aug 1999 272.0 18:08 −4.31 2299.3 × × ×
C23 16 Sep 1999 268.8 17:55 1.08 1052.4 × × ×
C30 25 May 2001 197.5 13:10 3.50 131.9 × ×

aThe symbol𝛼⊙ is the solar phase angle of Callisto during the flyby, and LT is the corresponding local time. Represented
by hcs is the distance of Callisto above (hcs > 0) or below (hcs < 0) the center of the Jovian current sheet [Bagenal and
Delamere, 2011], with C/A the closest approach altitude of Galileo. The cross indicates the flybys for which data from the
magnetometer (MAG), ionospheric occultation technique (Io), or the plasma instrument (Pl) are available. This table has
been adopted from Seufert [2012].

than Jupiter’s rotation period, so plasma approximately corotating with Jupiter continuously overtakes the
moon at a relative velocity of about 192 km/s [Kivelson et al., 2004]. Callisto therefore represents an obstacle
to the incident magnetospheric plasma flow, and this interaction imposes additional perturbations on the
electromagnetic fields and plasma flow pattern near the moon.

Unlike Jupiter’s largest satellite Ganymede, Callisto was found to be devoid of an internally generated dynamo
field [Khurana et al., 1997; Zimmer et al., 2000]. This implies that impinging magnetospheric plasma may inter-
act with Callisto’s atmosphere and ionosphere in addition to an induced magnetic field at the moon. This
atmosphere primarily arises from sputtering of the surface materials by energetic magnetospheric particles
[Kliore et al., 2002; Liang et al., 2005; Vorburger et al., 2015]. The Galileo spacecraft’s Near-Infrared Map-
ping Spectrometer measured the presence of a CO2 atmosphere around Callisto with a surface density of
4 ⋅ 108 cm−3 and a scale height of 23 km [Carlson, 1999]. In using a Monte Carlo approach to model the
neutral components of Callisto’s atmosphere, Vorburger et al. [2015] suggest that this CO2 may arise from a
combination of sputtering as well as sublimation of surface ices.

Independent evidence for the existence of an atmosphere around Callisto was found in radio occultation mea-
surements of ionospheric electron densities by Kliore et al. [2002]. However, the remarkably high peak electron
densities of 15,300 cm−3 and 17,400 cm−3 detected during Galileo’s C22 and C23 flybys of Callisto cannot arise
from solar ultraviolet and electron impact ionization of the CO2 atmospheric component alone. To resolve
this discrepancy, Kliore et al. [2002] postulated the existence of an additional O2 atmospheric component
with a column density of NO2

= 3 ⋅ 1016 cm−2. Liang et al. [2005] made use of ionization of a one-dimensional
atmosphere model to confirm the density result from Kliore et al. [2002] and obtained an O2 column density
value of NO2

= 9.6⋅1016 cm−2. Recently, Cunningham et al. [2015] have further corroborated the existence of an
O2 atmosphere at Callisto with the Hubble Space Telescope. From measurements of O atomic line
spectra in Callisto’s atmosphere, they were able to infer an O2 column density of NO2

= 4 ⋅ 1015 cm−2 located
in the sub-Jovian hemisphere of Callisto (i.e., the hemisphere facing Jupiter). However, this value is an order
of magnitude lower than the values suggested by Kliore et al. [2002] and Liang et al. [2005].

Callisto’s neutral atmosphere is ionized by three processes: photoionization, electron impact ionization, and
charge exchange collisions with incident magnetospheric plasma. Once ionized, the charged particles are
picked up by the ambient electromagnetic fields thereby draining momentum from the incident magneto-
spheric plasma flow and disturbing both the flow pattern and the electromagnetic fields near the moon.
Since Callisto’s position with respect to Jupiter’s equatorial current sheet strongly varies during the course
of one planetary rotation [Khurana, 1997; Kivelson et al., 2004], a broad variety of different plasma interac-
tion scenarios with the ionosphere occur at Callisto. On the one hand, when Callisto is embedded in Jupiter’s
magnetospheric current sheet, the moon may be exposed to a super-Alfvénic yet subsonic and submagne-
tosonic plasma flow, with the gyroradii of magnetospheric and ionospheric particles on the order of 10 RC

(see Table 2). For these upstream conditions, Callisto’s plasma interaction is highly similar to the interaction
between Saturn’s largest moon, Titan, and its parent planet’s magnetosphere [Neubauer et al., 1984, 2006].
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Table 2. Plasma Simulation Parameters Used for the Model Runsa

Parameter Symbol Current Sheet Magnetodisk Lobe

Background magnetic field (nT) B0 4 40

Upstream magnetospheric ion velocity (km/s) u0 192 192

Upstream magnetospheric ion thermal velocity (km/s) vth 212 212

Upstream magnetospheric ion number density (cm−3) n0 0.1 0.1

Upstream magnetospheric ion mass (amu) m0 16 16

Ion plasma beta 𝛽i 10 0.1

Electron plasma beta 𝛽e 0.13 0.0013

Alfvénic Mach number MA 2.77 0.277

Magnetosonic Mach number MMS 0.835 0.270

O+ magnetospheric ion gyroradius (RC ) rg,O+ 3.31 0.331

CO+
2 pickup ion gyroradius (RC ) rg,CO+

2
9.08 0.908

O+
2 pickup ion gyroradius (RC ) rg,O+

2
6.61 0.661

aValues correspond to either a Jovian current sheet or Jovian magnetodisk lobe configuration and are adapted from
Kivelson et al. [2004] and Belcher [1983].

On the other hand, when Callisto is located in one of Jupiter’s magnetodisk lobes, the moon may interact with
a sub-Alfvénic and submagnetosonic plasma flow. Even in this scenario, the gyroradii of atmospheric pickup
ions are still comparable to the radius of the moon (Table 2). The transverse currents generated in Callisto’s
ionosphere are then closed by a current system flowing along the characteristics of an Alfvén wing, i.e., a
system of nonlinear standing Alfvén waves that connect the moon to Jupiter’s polar ionosphere [Neubauer,
1980, 1998]. Similar sub-Alfvénic interaction scenarios also occur at the three remaining Galilean moons
[e.g., Saur et al., 1999] and the Saturnian moon Enceladus [e.g., Dougherty et al., 2006].

As described above, initial studies of Callisto’s magnetic environment considered only the induced, dipolar
magnetic fields generated via currents in the moon’s putative subsurface ocean and have mainly focused on
the C3 and C9 flybys that occurred when the moon was located far above or below the Jovian current sheet
(Table 1). For those scenarios, the magnetic fields generated by the plasma interaction were weak compared
to those generated by induction [Zimmer et al., 2000]. However, when Callisto is located near the center of the
Jovian magnetospheric current sheet, the magnetosphere-ionosphere interaction may make a nonnegligible
contribution to the magnetic perturbations near Callisto. For a schematic of which process is expected to
dominate for each of the seven flybys with magnetometer data available, see Figure 1a. When embedded in
the Jovian current sheet (hcs = 0 in the figure), the perturbations of the magnetic field are generated mainly
by currents in the ambient plasma, whereas the magnetic signal generated by induction minimizes. Far from
the current sheet (hcs < 0 or hcs > 0 in the figure), plasma currents are minimal and the dominant magnetic
field signature is a result of currents induced in the subsurface ocean.

In addition to the C3 and C9 flybys, Kivelson et al. [1999] studied the C10 flyby with a purely electromagnetic
induction technique but found that the currents outside of the moon driven by the plasma interaction gen-
erated magnetic perturbations that were too large to ignore. As visible in Figure 1a, many of the remaining
flybys occur at locations where the plasma interaction and induction should both contribute in a nonnegli-
gible way to the perturbations of the ambient magnetic field. For these flybys, a complex scenario occurs at
Callisto. Assuming a radially symmetric conductance profile in the interior of the moon and a spatially homo-
geneous background magnetic field, the time-varying Jovian magnetic field drives currents in the interior of
the moon which manifest as an induced magnetic dipole field outside of Callisto [Zimmer et al., 2000]. The
induced dipole poses an obstacle to the impinging plasma flow which is deflected around the moon. Because
the inducing field near Callisto is then perturbed by the deflection of plasma, the amount of induction that can
occur in the interior of the moon is directly affected. In addition to flow deviation caused by an induced dipole,
the magnetospheric plasma is decelerated and deflected through mass loading from Callisto’s ionosphere.
Additionally, a coupling between the magnetosphere-dipole and magnetosphere-ionosphere interactions
occurs, as the induced dipole may partially prevent the ambient magnetospheric plasma from impinging
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic of the relative contributions of magnetic field perturbations driven by plasma currents (cyan)
due to the magnetospheric plasma interaction with Callisto’s ionosphere and a dipole and induced currents (purple) in a
subsurface ocean that occur at Callisto for each flyby. As the moon’s position with respect to the Jovian current sheet
changes during each orbit (denoted as hcs, with positive or negative values of hcs corresponding to the moon above or
below the current sheet), the method driving magnetic perturbations near Callisto changes until either ambient plasma
currents or induced subsurface currents dominate the magnetic signal. (b) The orbital configuration of Callisto around
Jupiter for various local times (LT) and corresponding solar phase angles (𝛼⊙). The violet arrows represent the direction
of magnetospheric plasma flow as it corotates with Jupiter and overtakes the moon. Superimposed beneath the moon
are the x and y axes of the Callisto-centered CphiO coordinate system, in which x aligns with plasma corotation, y points
toward Jupiter, and z (i.e., the axis out of the plane of the figure) aligns with the Jovian spin axis. Also represented are
incoming solar radiation in cyan, the location of Jupiter’s bow shock with an average distance of ∼84 RJ in magenta and
the location of the Jovian magnetopause with an average standoff distance of ∼70 RJ in green. As Callisto orbits Jupiter
at a distance of 26.3 RJ , at only one location (18:00 LT) does the incident plasma flow aligns with the direction of the
ionizing solar ultraviolet radiation. For the other orbital positions, the ramside and dayside hemispheres of the moon are
not colocated. The figure is not to scale.

on the ionosphere of Callisto. Thus, a complex mutual interplay between induction, magnetosphere-dipole
interaction, and magnetosphere-ionosphere interaction exists at Callisto. A fully self-consistent model of
Callisto’s magnetic environment must therefore account for the high level of interconnection of these
processes [Neubauer, 1999].

Khurana et al. [1998], Kivelson et al. [1999], and Zimmer et al. [2000] were the first to consider electromagnetic
induction at Callisto in isolation, one of the three key components to the complex scenario described above.
Recently, Lindkvist et al. [2015] studied a second component of the interaction in isolation. These authors
analyzed the Jovian magnetospheric plasma near the moon as it impinges on a constant induced dipole
with a hybrid plasma model (kinetic ions and fluid electrons). The authors were able to confirm the results
from Zimmer et al. [2000], who stated that the magnetic signatures measured during C3 and C9 were
almost completely associated with an induced magnetic dipole. Lindkvist et al. [2015] also showed that the
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magnetospheric plasma interaction with the induced dipole alone is not sufficient to reproduce the magnetic
field perturbations observed during the C10 flyby. This suggests that an ionosphere surrounding the moon is
required to accurately model magnetic field data obtained near Callisto.

However, no such study exists to investigate the interaction of the Jovian magnetospheric environment
with the atmosphere and ionosphere of Callisto. This void is filled by the present study. In modeling the
magnetosphere-ionosphere interaction of Callisto in isolation, this paper is complementary to previous stud-
ies in the attempt to understand each individual component of the entangled Callisto interaction scenario.
Considerable evidence exists that the atmosphere surrounding the moon is an important component of the
plasma interaction. Gurnett et al. [1997, 2000] measured plasma densities 2 orders of magnitude larger than
the magnetospheric background density in Callisto’s wake during C3 and C10, respectively, and connected
these increases to an ionosphere interacting with the impinging magnetospheric plasma. The wakeside
plasma density increase modeled by Lindkvist et al. [2015] is not large enough to explain these observational
data, providing strong evidence that the magnetosphere-ionosphere interaction at Callisto may indeed be as
important as the other two components of the entangled scenario described above. Independent evidence
for the importance of Callisto’s ionosphere to the plasma interaction was presented by Strobel et al. [2002]. In
using an analytical model to consider only the magnetosphere-ionosphere interaction, these authors demon-
strate that an intense coupling of Callisto’s ionosphere with the Jovian magnetosphere must occur due to
strong transverse ionospheric conductances. Strobel et al. [2002] also suggest that the high conductances of
Callisto’s ionosphere may create magnetic field perturbations of approximately 12 nT, similar to the values
that Zimmer et al. [2000] attribute to induction in a subsurface ocean alone.

Hence, an understanding of the interaction of magnetospheric plasma with Callisto’s atmosphere in iso-
lation from induction in a subsurface ocean and plasma interaction with the induced field is critical
to further constrain the conductivity, thickness, and depth of the putative subsurface ocean with mag-
netic field data. Such an understanding facilitates future studies that include the full interconnection
between magnetosphere-dipole interaction, magnetosphere-ionosphere interaction, and induction signals
at the moon.

To accomplish this, we first model the plasma environment of Callisto when the moon is located in the Jovian
current sheet, corresponding to the weakest induction and strongest plasma effects. This is done at different
orbital positions along the moon’s orbit around Jupiter, i.e., for varying angles between the directions of inci-
dent magnetospheric plasma flow and incoming solar ultraviolet (SUV) radiation. The different orientations
that occur are visible in Figure 1b. Because sputtering may cause the atmosphere (and therefore ionosphere)
at Callisto to be densest on the ramside of the moon [Seufert, 2012], the position of the ramside hemisphere
with respect to the Sun may change the interaction scenario. Thus, by examining the plasma and electro-
magnetic perturbations at different orbital positions of the moon, we are able to constrain the robustness
of these signatures against changes in the ionospheric configuration. This is a necessary step in any study
using an ionosphere at Callisto, as so far, no three-dimensional model of the ionosphere exists. Additionally,
because Callisto experiences a change in the strength of the Jovian magnetic field by nearly an order of mag-
nitude over a single orbit, a second simulation is performed. This corresponds to when Callisto is located far
from the center of the current sheet in one of Jupiter’s magnetodisk lobes, which functions to characterize
the interaction at different background field strengths.

The study is structured as follows: a description of the hybrid model (kinetic ions and fluid electrons) used
is presented in section 2. A discussion of the simulation setup and model parameters is also presented here.
Section 3 presents our hybrid modeling results of the plasma interaction of Callisto’s ionosphere with the
magnetospheric environment of Jupiter. The study is concluded with brief summary of all major findings in
section 4. Finally, results from the hybrid simulation are compared to Galileo flyby data in Appendix A. This is
used to validate the model against in situ flyby data.

2. Model of Callisto’s Plasma Interaction
2.1. Hybrid Simulation Code A.I.K.E.F.
To study the interaction between Callisto’s ionosphere and Jupiter’s magnetospheric plasma, the adaptive
ion-kinetic, electron fluid hybrid model (A.I.K.E.F.) is used [Müller et al., 2011]. A kinetic description of the ions
is mandatory when modeling Callisto’s plasma interaction as magnetospheric and ionospheric pickup ions
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can have gyroradii up to 10 times the radius of Callisto. In the model, ions are represented by macroparticles
that have the same charge-to-mass ratio as a real ion. The Newtonian equations of motion are solved for each
individual macroparticle:

dxi

dt
= vi , (1)

dvi

dt
=

qi

mi

[
E + vi × B

]
, (2)

with xi and vi representing the position and velocity, respectively, of an individual macroparticle, electro-
magnetic field quantities E and B, particle charge qi , and mass mi. The electrons are treated as a massless,
charge-neutralizing fluid, whose dynamics are solved through the use of a modified Navier-Stokes equation:

0 = −ene

[
E + ue × B

]
− ∇Pe + ne𝜂j , (3)

where ne and ue represent the number density and bulk velocity of the electron fluid, respectively, with
elementary charge e, current j, and resistivity 𝜂. The electron pressure, Pe, is assumed to be adiabatic, such that

Pe = P0

(
ne

ne,0

)𝜅

, (4)

where P0 and ne,0 are the electron pressure and number density, respectively, in the undisturbed magneto-
spheric upstream plasma. Since the presence of the magnetic field reduces the degrees of freedom of electron
motion, an adiabatic exponent of 𝜅 = 2 is chosen [Bößwetter et al., 2004; Bagdonat, 2005; Simon et al., 2007].
Via the assumption of quasi-neutrality, the electron density is equal to the sum over the densities of each ion
species (ne =

∑
i ni), where ni represents the number density of an individual ion species in the simulation,

assuming a singly charged ion population at Callisto [Neubauer, 1998; Kivelson et al., 2004].

With the assumption of singly charged ions leading to qi = e, through application of Ampère’s law

j = 1
𝜇0

∇ × B , (5)

and the definition of the current

j = −eneue + e
∑

i

niui (6)

with ion bulk velocity ui , the electric field can be written as

E = −ui × B + [∇ × B] × B
eni𝜇0

−
∇Pe

eni
+ 𝜂

𝜇0
∇ × B . (7)

Finally, these equations are closed via Faraday’s law which describes the time evolution of the magnetic field:

𝜕B
𝜕t

= −∇ × E . (8)

The hybrid simulation code A.I.K.E.F. has been used in multiple studies of moon-magnetosphere interactions
throughout the solar system. These include the plasma interactions at Rhea [Roussos et al., 2008; Simon et al.,
2012], Enceladus [Kriegel et al., 2009, 2011, 2014], Tethys [Simon et al., 2009], and Titan [Simon et al., 2007; Simon
and Motschmann, 2009; Müller et al., 2010; Feyerabend et al., 2015]. Kriegel et al. [2014] made improvements to
the code through inclusion of a multicomponent chemistry and charge-exchange model at Enceladus, and
Feyerabend et al. [2015] enhanced the routine used to photoionize the neutral atmosphere of Titan. Both of
these studies also used multiple levels of mesh refinement to obtain a high-resolution grid near the surface of
the moon. The improved chemistry model, photoionization routine, and mesh refinement technique are all
implemented in this study, as explained in section 2.2. The A.I.K.E.F. model is therefore well equipped to study
the plasma interaction of Callisto.
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2.2. Hybrid Simulation Setup
The Callisto-centered, Cartesian CphiO coordinate system is used throughout this study to describe the
plasma interaction of the moon. For this system, the center of the moon is located at the origin, the undis-
turbed corotational plasma flow is aligned with the +x axis, +y points toward Jupiter, and +z is aligned with
the Jovian spin axis (see Figure 1b for a schematic of this system). Throughout the study, unit vectors along
the x axis, y axis, and z axis are denoted as x̂, ŷ, and ẑ.

In the first step of this study, the dependence of the interaction on the orbital position of Callisto is investi-
gated. Figure 1b shows selected orbital positions of the moon. As Callisto orbits Jupiter, the location of the
moon’s dayside ionosphere changes with respect to the ramside hemisphere. Thus, to gain a representative
sampling of the types of interaction scenarios that may occur, the interaction is investigated for three orbital
positions of Callisto. The first is at 18:00 local time (LT) which corresponds to a solar phase angle of 𝛼⊙ = 270∘.
At this local time, the incoming photoionization is aligned with the direction of magnetospheric corotation.
The second is at 12:00 LT (𝛼⊙ = 180∘) where photoionization and corotation are perpendicular. The final posi-
tion investigated is 06:00 LT (𝛼⊙ = 90∘), which corresponds to an antiparallel alignment of the direction of
photoionization and corotation.

Note that the case of𝛼⊙ = 0∘ (i.e., 00:00 LT) is not investigated in this study. At this position, Callisto is located in
the geometric shadow of Jupiter where no photoionization would be present. A dilute ionosphere would still
be present around Callisto here, as electron impact ionization still occurs. However, because the atmosphere
would become charged by photoionization immediately before entering Jupiter’s shadow, it would be neces-
sary to determine the timescales over which the solar ultraviolet-generated portion of the ionosphere would
decay compared to the transit time of the moon through Jupiter’s shadow of approximately 5 h. Additionally,
while in the shadow, Callisto’s surface and atmosphere would cool down and some atmospheric constituents
would freeze out. In this case, electron impact would be much less effective. However, while this may occur,
Vorburger et al. [2015] suggest that O2 may remain in the moon’s atmosphere in its gaseous state. Regard-
less which scenario occurs at Callisto, each would require a real-time simulation that is not attempted here,
although future studies may investigate the effect of these occurrences on the plasma interaction.

To study Callisto’s plasma interaction at different positions with respect to the Jovian current sheet, we have
carried out simulations with two different background magnetic field values. An overview of the simulation
parameters used for the two separate scenarios is given in Table 2. In the first scenario, the moon is embedded
in the Jovian magnetospheric current sheet where Jupiter’s magnetic field is weakest. A value of |B0| = 4 nT
is chosen for this scenario [Kivelson et al., 2004], where B0 is antiparallel to the z axis of the CphiO system.
When embedded in the Jovian current sheet, the magnetic signal visible outside of the moon generated by
induction in a subsurface ocean is weak and therefore neglected. In the second scenario, the moon is located
in one of the magnetodisk lobes of Jupiter. For this simulation, the background magnetic field value is set
to |B0|= 40 nT [Neubauer, 1998; Kivelson et al., 2004]. When the moon is located in a lobe of the Jovian
magnetodisk, contributions to the magnetic signal from induction in a subsurface ocean are not negligible
in the entangled Callisto interaction scenario. However, our simulations do not take into account any pos-
sible contributions to the plasma interaction from an induced dipole field at Callisto because we study the
magnetosphere-ionosphere plasma interaction in isolation from other effects. Isolating the impact of the
ionosphere on Callisto’s plasma interaction largely facilitates future studies of the entangled scenario that
consider magnetic signatures driven by a combination of Callisto’s ionosphere and an induced dipole field.

All flybys of Callisto occurred either above or below the center of the Jovian current sheet (see Table 1), so
some amount of magnetic induction in Callisto’s putative subsurface ocean should have been present during
each flyby (Figure 1a). Because this study considers the magnetosphere-ionosphere interaction of Callisto in
isolation and therefore does not include any magnetic field induced in a subsurface ocean, the magnetic field
results from this study are not directly comparable to Galileo magnetometer data. However, to assess the
ability of our hybrid model to reflect reality, A.I.K.E.F. has been configured to consider the scenario of a pure
magnetosphere-dipole interaction during two separate Galileo flybys in the same manner as Zimmer et al.
[2000] and Lindkvist et al. [2015]. The results of this validation study are presented in Appendix A.

In reality, the background field in the Jovian magnetodisk lobes would be mainly aligned with±ŷ. However, to
facilitate the comparison with the results of the current sheet scenario, the magnetodisk lobe simulations have|B0| aligned along −ẑ as well. This simply corresponds to a rotation of the entire plasma interaction region
about the x axis by 90∘, but the results are both qualitatively and quantitatively identical in all other respects.
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For both scenarios, the upstream plasma is assumed to corotate with a velocity of |u0| = 192 km/s and consist
of O+ [Kivelson et al., 2004]. When the moon is embedded in the Jovian current sheet, a number density value
of n0 = 0.1 cm−3 is used [Kivelson et al., 2004]. When Callisto is located in a Jovian magnetodisk lobe, Kivelson
et al. [2004] suggest that the number density of the unperturbed magnetospheric plasma in the vicinity of
Callisto can be between 0.01 and 0.5 cm−3. Due to the weak constraints on the upstream plasma environment
at Callisto, and because the value of 0.1 cm−3 used for the current sheet scenario is well within the range
proposed by Kivelson et al. [2004], the unperturbed upstream magnetospheric ion density in the lobe-type
scenario is held constant at 0.1 cm−3. A major goal of this study is to explore the impact that a change of the
Alfvénic Mach number has on the plasma interaction. A change of the Alfvénic Mach number is accomplished
through a change of the background magnetic field strength alone, and changing the upstream number
density would not produce qualitatively new results that go beyond the conclusions reached in this study.
Table 2 provides the entire parameter regime defined by both the current sheet and lobe-type interaction
scenarios.

The plasma flow near Callisto is always submagnetosonic; i.e., no shock forms upstream of the moon.
However, a factor of 10 increase of the background field (4 nT versus 40 nT) corresponds to a factor of 10
increase in the Alfvén velocity because the density and velocity remain constant. This reduces the Alfvénic
Mach number from 2.8 in the current sheet scenario to 0.28 in the lobe scenario. Thus, whereas the incident
flow is super-Alfvénic in the current sheet, the flow is sub-Alfvénic in the magnetodisk lobes (Table 2). The
increase in the magnetic field corresponds to a decrease in the gyroradii of the ions as well. When embedded
in the current sheet, the gyroradii of O+

2 and CO+
2 pickup ions (corresponding to the two atmospheric con-

stituents used in this study; see section 2.3) are nearly 10 times the radius of Callisto, but the gyroradii of the
pickup ions when the moon is located in a Jovian lobe are approximately 1 RC (see Table 2). Thus, even with
the increased magnetic field strength, a hybrid simulation model is necessary to resolve asymmetries in the
perturbations of the magnetic field and plasma flow pattern near the moon due to large ion gyroradii as well
as differences between the flow behaviors of light and heavy plasma species.

In all simulation runs for the Jovian current sheet (i.e., for those runs with |B0|= 4 nT), a Cartesian grid
with a size of Lx × Ly × Lz=15RC × 15RC × 15RC is used. The size of the simulation box extends between
−4.5RC ≤ x ≤ 10.5RC , −10.5RC ≤ y ≤ 4.5RC , and −7.5RC ≤ z ≤ 7.5RC . To ensure that asymmetries driven by
the large gyroradii of pickup ions are well represented within the simulation box, the center of the moon is
offset within the box to a location of (0.3Lx , 0.7Ly , 0.5Lz). Two levels of Callisto-centered mesh refinement are
used within the simulation domain, where each level doubles the resolution compared to the previous level.
In the coarsest level of refinement, a resolution of 452 km (0.19 RC) per cell is achieved, while in the highest
level of mesh refinement a resolution of 113 km (0.05 RC) per cell near the surface of Callisto is obtained.

For the simulation with Callisto embedded in a magnetodisk lobe of Jupiter, a box size of Lx × Ly × Lz =
30RC ×30RC ×30RC is used, with the simulation domain defined between−9RC ≤ x ≤ 21RC ,−21RC ≤ y ≤ 9RC ,
and −15RC ≤ z ≤ 15RC . However, the resolution of each grid cell and thus the maximum resolution obtained
in the highest level of refinement are the same as above. That is, the coarsest level of refinement corresponds
to a resolution of 452 km per cell, the first level refines 226 km per cell, and the second level has a resolution
of 113 km per cell. For the x and y directions, using a simulation domain this large allows us to determine the
overall size of the interaction region.

When the moon is located in one of the Jovian magnetodisk lobes, the Alfvén wing emanates from the moon’s
ionosphere and is inclined against the background field at an angle of 𝜃 = arctan(MA) = 15∘ [Neubauer, 1980].
It is therefore able to reach the top and bottom of the simulation domain and may potentially reflect [e.g.,
Kriegel, 2014]. The reflected Alfvén waves could then interact with the plasma near the moon and cause per-
turbations that are not physically accurate to the interaction. One way to avoid these problems is to increase
the size of the simulation domain in the z direction as done here for the lobe scenario. As such, the travel-
time of an Alfvén wave to the upper or lower face of the simulation domain and back to Callisto is increased
compared to the overall simulation runtime. In addition, we apply a similar technique as was used by Kriegel
et al. [2014] for the plasma interaction near Enceladus: Alfvén waves are damped through the use of layers of
increased resistivity near the upper and lower boundaries of the simulation domain.

2.3. Model of Callisto’s Atmosphere
The three-dimensional structure of Callisto’s atmosphere is unknown, and at the time of this study, no
three-dimensional model of the moon’s atmosphere was available. Therefore, our modeling study considers
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Table 3. Densities of the Atmospheric Constituents of Callisto as Available in the Literature Compared to Those Used in
the Asymmetric Atmosphere Model Throughout This Studya

Author Constituent Hs (km) ns,0 (cm−3) Ns (cm−2) 𝜓 (deg)

Carlson [1999] CO2 23 4 ⋅ 108 8 ⋅ 1014 80–90

Strobel et al. [2002] CO2 N/A N/A 1 ⋅ 1018 N/A

Vorburger et al. [2015] CO2 19 2 ⋅ 108 4 ⋅ 1014 120

Strobel et al. [2002] O2 N/A N/A 3 ⋅ 1017 N/A

Kliore et al. [2002] O2 15–25 (1–2)⋅1010 (3–4)⋅1016 0

Liang et al. [2005] O2 30 3.2 ⋅ 1010 9.6 ⋅ 1016 N/A

Cunningham et al. [2015] O2 30 1.3 ⋅ 109 4 ⋅ 1015 90–180

Vorburger et al. [2015] O2 N/A (5–7)⋅109 3 ⋅ 1016 120

This study CO2 230 4 ⋅ 108 9.2 ⋅ 1014 160

This study O2 230 1 ⋅ 1010 2.3 ⋅ 1016 160
aHs is the scale height for the atmospheric constituent, ns,0 is the surface density, Ns corresponds to the column

density, and 𝜓 is the angle between the −x axis and the unit vector from the center of Callisto to the point above the
moon’s surface where the column density value occurs, as described in the text. N/A represents values that are not
available in the respective text.

different representations of Callisto’s atmosphere. In the first atmosphere model, by assuming the moon’s
gravitational acceleration to be constant, an exponential profile for each individual neutral atmospheric
species is obtained via the barometric equation

ns,sym(r) = ns,0 exp
(

RC − r

Hs

)
, (9)

with ns,0 the atmospheric number density at the surface of Callisto, and the total atmospheric density

nsym(r) =
∑

s

ns,sym(r) . (10)

Here subscript s denotes an individual neutral species, ns,sym(r) is the number density of that species at a

distance r =
√

x2 + y2 + z2 from the center of Callisto, and Hs is the scale height of the neutral species s.
The number density of the atmosphere in this first model is dependent only on the distance r to the center
of Callisto; i.e., this atmosphere exhibits rotational symmetry. For simplicity, this atmosphere model will be
referred to as the “symmetric atmosphere” (denoted by subscript sym in the above equations).

Throughout this study an atmosphere consisting of two neutral species, CO2 and O2, is used. Current esti-
mates for the scale heights of these species range from 15 to 30 km (Table 3). In this study, it is assumed
that the two constituents both have the same scale height of 23 km. Although in reality this is not the case
(HO2

= 1.44HCO2
), the difference in the two scale heights is not resolvable even in regions of highest grid res-

olution with 113 km resolved per cell. This difference is negligible compared to the overall size of the plasma
interaction, as the scale heights are much smaller than the gyroradius of the pickup ions which determine the
plasma interaction scales.

In addition, due to limitations in grid resolution associated with the kinetic treatment of ions, it is not fea-
sible to obtain a simulation grid that would suffice to resolve an atmospheric scale height on the order of
tens of kilometers. This would entail obtaining a grid resolution of 23 km ≈ 0.01RC or better while simulta-
neously resolving Callisto’s plasma interaction region with length scales that can be 3 orders of magnitude
larger (from Table 2, the gyroradii of the CO+

2 and O+
2 pickup ions can be on the order of 10RC). The presence

of the large gyroradii, rather than the comparatively small atmospheric scale height, is crucial in determining
the asymmetric nature of Callisto’s interaction region.

Although multiple levels of mesh refinement are used (section 2.2), it is not possible with current computa-
tional capacities to resolve both scales simultaneously. For this reason, the actual scale heights are multiplied
by a factor of Hrel = 10. This causes a redefinition of equation (9), such that

ns,sym(r) =
ns,0

Hrel
exp

(
RC − r

HsHrel

)
. (11)
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Whether using equation (9) or (11), the total column density Ns of the neutral atmosphere, defined as

Ns = ∫
∞

r=RC

ns,sym(r)dr = ns,0Hs , (12)

remains unchanged as the surface density is reduced by a factor of Hrel. The same method was used by Seufert
[2012] who presented preliminary modeling results of the Callisto interaction using a magnetohydrodynamic
simulation code. It is also possible that sputtering of Callisto’s surface by magnetospheric ions produces neu-
tral scale heights of this magnitude, thereby providing an a posteriori justification for our approach [Vorburger
et al., 2015]. However, even through the use of increased scale heights, the assumption of HO2

≈ HCO2
is still

valid. When artificially increasing the atmospheric scale heights by a factor of 10 [Seufert, 2012], the modified
scale heights of O2 and CO2 would become HO2

= 331 km and HCO2
= 230 km. Therefore, the difference of

HO2
− HCO2

= 101 km is still below the resolution threshold of a single cell with 113 km resolution and much
smaller than the scales over which the plasma interaction occurs. Moreover, the resolutions used in this study
represent the maximum values that have currently been achieved by a hybrid simulation [see also Lindkvist
et al., 2015].

Because the net amount of atmosphere in the model is unaffected by the increased scale height, our neutral
column density values are directly comparable to those proposed in the literature (cf. Table 3). The increased
scale height is still less than 10% the radius of Callisto and approximately 1% the size of the gyroradii of the
pickup ions. Furthermore, as shown in Table 1, the closest approach altitude of most Galileo flybys is at least
2 times larger than the increased scale height used in this study. The enhanced scale height will produce only
minor quantitative changes to the plasma interaction signatures in the immediate vicinity of the moon which
should not be detectable during flybys at altitudes above 500 km (see Table 1). Through this technique, a
single scale height of the atmosphere can be resolved within two cells in the simulation.

Although exactly what causes the generation of the neutral atmosphere at Callisto is uncertain, Kliore et al.
[2002] propose that sputtering by incident magnetospheric plasma may be the dominant factor. This would
cause the hemisphere of highest atmospheric density to be colocated with the ramside hemisphere of the
moon [Seufert, 2012]. To address this, we have implemented a second model of the atmosphere. In this repre-
sentation of the atmosphere, the number density includes an additional dependency on the angle between
the −x axis and the unit vector r̂ from the center of Callisto to a point (x, y, z) in Callisto’s atmosphere. This
generates an asymmetry in the number density ns,asym between the ramside and wakeside hemispheres of
the moon. Although the atmosphere still exhibits rotational symmetry about the x axis, because of the asym-
metry between the moon’s trailing and leading hemispheres, the second atmosphere model will be referred
to as the “asymmetric atmosphere” throughout the study. The asymmetric atmosphere is represented as in
Seufert [2012] by introducing a factor of cos(𝜓

2
) into equation (11):

ns,asym(r) = cos
(
𝜓

2

) ns,0

Hrel
exp

(
RC − r

HsHrel

)
. (13)

Here 𝜓 is the angle between the unit vector along the −x axis and the radial unit vector from the center of
Callisto to a point (x, y, z), and subscript asym denotes the asymmetric nature of the atmosphere. The cos(𝜓

2
)

factor creates a line of zero density along (x> 1RC , y = 0, z = 0) when 𝜓 = 180∘ and decreases the atmo-
spheric density at every other point compared to the symmetric atmosphere model (except for at the subram
point, where 𝜓 = 0∘).

Using maximum surface densities of nO2 ,0
= 1⋅1010 cm−3 and nCO2 ,0

= 4⋅108 cm−3 for O2 and CO2 found in the
literature, column density values of NO2

= 2.3⋅1016 cm−2 for O2 and NCO2
= 9.2⋅1014 cm−2 for CO2 are obtained

via equation (12) when 𝜓 = 0∘. The column density values are in good agreement with those proposed by
Kliore et al. [2002] for O2 (ranging from NO2

= 3 ⋅ 1016 cm−2 to NO2
= 4 ⋅ 1016 cm−2), Vorburger et al. [2015] for

O2 (NO2
= 3⋅1016 cm−2), and Carlson [1999] for CO2 (NCO2

= 8 ⋅ 1014 cm−2). For a comprehensive summary of
atmospheric densities and compositions available in the literature, see Table 3.

Additionally, the asymmetric atmosphere model is consistent with observational data from Cunningham
et al. [2015] who used Hubble Space Telescope observations to infer an atmospheric column density of
NO2

= 4 ⋅1015 cm−2 in the wake and Jupiter-facing side of Callisto. Using equation (13), we are able to
identify the location of the density value measured by Cunningham et al. [2015] in our model. In setting
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NO2 ,asym = 4 ⋅ 1015 cm−2 and NO2 ,0
= 2.3 ⋅ 1016 cm−2, an angle of 𝜓 = 160∘ is obtained, which corresponds

to the wakeside of Callisto and is thus qualitatively consistent with the observations from Cunningham et al.
[2015]. Because the second atmosphere model exhibits axial symmetry with respect to the x axis, this column
density value occurs anywhere along the circle defined by 𝜓 = 160∘ in the wakeside hemisphere. Although
a three-dimensional model of Callisto’s atmosphere does not yet exist, the above method accounts for all
available measurements of the neutral atmosphere to date (Table 3).

2.4. Model of Callisto’s Ionosphere
The term ionosphere must be used with caution. Compared to Earth or Titan, the charged portion of Cal-
listo’s atmosphere is much more tenuous. However, in consistency with the literature, we refer to the charged
particles that envelop Callisto as an ionosphere throughout the study.

Previous studies using A.I.K.E.F. have described, in detail, the technique for implementing an ionosphere
within the model [see, for example, Kriegel et al., 2009, 2011, 2014; Feyerabend et al., 2015]. Therefore, only a
brief description of the methods used to generate Callisto’s ionosphere in the hybrid code is presented here.
The procedures are the same as in the studies above, with relevant parameters adapted to the Callisto scenario.
2.4.1. Photoionization
To model the portion of Callisto’s ionosphere generated by solar ultraviolet radiation, the solar EUV flux model
for aeronomic calculations (EUVAC) is used [Richards et al., 1994]. This model breaks up incoming flux from
the Sun into 37 discrete wavelength bins from 50 to 1000 Å. Although more refined models of atmospheric
ionization exist [see, for example, Richards et al., 2006; Chamberlin et al., 2007], EUVAC has successfully been
implemented into the A.I.K.E.F. code and validated for photoionization at Titan [Feyerabend et al., 2015]. There-
fore, because of its proven applicability and to facilitate future comparisons between the two moons, this
study continues to make use of this photoionization model. Because the values obtained from EUVAC are for
Earth at a distance to the Sun of 1 AU, the incident flux must be scaled to the Sun-Callisto distance. This flux is
subsequently used to calculate the photoionization production profile Ppho,s of neutral species s ∈ {O2,CO2}:

Ppho,s(r) = ns(r)
36∑

i=0

𝜎ion,s(𝜆i)I(𝜆i) exp
[
−𝜏s(𝜆i, r)

]
, (14)

where 𝜆i is the wavelength of the ith bin, I(𝜆i) is the flux at Callisto for each wavelength bin determined from
the EUVAC model, and 𝜎ion,s(𝜆i) are ionization cross sections for each atmospheric constituent, available in
Appendix J of Schunk and Nagy [2009]. The optical depth 𝜏s(𝜆i, r) at a certain position above the surface of
Callisto is integrated along the line of sight from the Sun, represented by

𝜏s(𝜆i, r) = ∫
∞

r

∑
s

ns(x)𝜎abs,s(𝜆i)dx , (15)

where 𝜎abs,s(𝜆i) are absorption cross sections for each atmospheric constituent [Schunk and Nagy, 2009]. For
a combined O2 and CO2 atmosphere, the maximum photoionization production rates at the subsolar point
are Ppho,O2

= 19.8 cm−3 s−1 and Ppho,CO2
= 0.895 cm−3 s−1, respectively. The use of an increased scale height

(section 2.3) causes the local peak values to be 10 times lower than would be observed at Callisto.

This ionization procedure is valid for any configuration of the neutral atmosphere, regardless whether it
exhibits symmetry or not. In using the symmetric atmosphere model (equation (11)), SUV radiation will gen-
erate a dayside ionosphere of equal strength independent of the orbital position of Callisto. However, the
effectiveness of SUV radiation at a specific location is dependent on the neutral density of the atmosphere.
Therefore, for the asymmetric atmosphere (equation (13)), photoionization is most effective when the ram-
side hemisphere of the moon is also sunlit. This orientation occurs when Callisto is located at 18:00 LT, which
corresponds to an alignment of corotating plasma and solar radiation (see Figure 1b). Alternatively, with an
asymmetric atmosphere, photoionization is least effective when the wakeside of the moon is sunlit at 06:00 LT,
which corresponds to an antialignment of the corotational plasma and incoming solar radiation. Jupiter shine
may also play a similar role as solar EUV in ionizing Callisto’s atmosphere but is not considered for this study.
2.4.2. Electron Impact Ionization
An additional source of ionization of the neutral atmosphere comes from collisions between magnetospheric
electrons and atmospheric particles. To a first approximation, we assume isotropic impingement of ener-
getic electrons onto the neutral atmosphere of the moon. Therefore, if the neutral atmosphere of Callisto is
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symmetric, the portion of the ionosphere generated by electron impact is symmetric around the moon. For an
asymmetric atmosphere, generation of an ionosphere from electron impact ionization is likewise asymmet-
ric. Note, however, that unlike the ionospheric contribution from photoionization, electron impact ionization
creates ionized particles on both the dayside and nightside hemispheres of the moon.

For this study, we consider electron energies between 300 and 1000 eV. In this temperature regime, the elec-
tron impact ionization rates were found to be nearly constant (see Seufert [2012, Figure 3.7] and discussion
therein). Assuming an electron temperature of 635 eV, this author derived electron impact ionization rates of
kimp,O2

= 1.04 ⋅ 10−7 cm3 s−1 and kimp,CO2
= 1.45 ⋅ 10−7 cm3 s−1 for O2 and CO2, respectively. To obtain a local

ion production rate based on electron impact, the average background magnetospheric electron density
of 0.1 cm−3 and local neutral density of each species are then multiplied by the rate to obtain ionospheric
production values for O2 and CO2, consistent with the method introduced in Seufert [2012]. This leads to pro-
duction rates that are approximately 2 times lower than production rates for photoionization, consistent with
the findings of Seufert [2012]. It should be noted that the use of the average background magnetospheric
electron density is only an approximation. In reality, the ionospheric production value due to electron impact
would be affected by the perturbed electromagnetic fields near the moon. With that said, future studies may
use the local—rather than averaged—electron density through inclusion of a higher-resolution simulation
grid if needed.
2.4.3. Elastic Collisions
Also included in the ionosphere model are elastic collisions between charged and neutral particles. Within the
hybrid model, these are carried out in a statistical manner as described in detail by Kriegel et al. [2011, 2014].
At each time step in the simulation, collision probabilities for individual particles are calculated to determine
whether or not an ion collides with a neutral particle. The probability P∗ that a collision has not taken place
after a time t is given by

P∗(t) = exp
(
− t
𝜏col

)
, (16)

where 𝜏col is the average time between two collisions. The probability that a collision will occur in a given time
interval is therefore pΔt, where

p = d
dt

[
1 − P∗(t)

]
t=0

= 1
𝜏col

= kinns(r) . (17)

Here kin denotes the collision rate between an ion and a neutral and ns the local neutral number density
[Kriegel et al., 2011, 2014].

In the simulation model, the product pΔt is calculated for each ion during every time step and then compared
against a random number 𝜉 ∈ [0, 1]. If pΔt < 𝜉, no collision occurs. However, if pΔt>𝜉, a collision occurs and
the velocity of the charged particle is set to the velocity us of the neutral species. Because |us| ≈ 0 ≪ |ui|, this
reduces the bulk velocity of the plasma. The elastic collision rates can be calculated as in Schunk and Nagy
[2009] and Feyerabend et al. [2015] from

kin =
2.7 ⋅ 10−9(𝛼s𝜇in)0.5

mi
, (18)

where 𝛼s is the neutral polarizability parameter for each neutral species [see Schunk and Nagy, 2009, Table 4.1]
and 𝜇in is the reduced mass of the ion-neutral pair. Rates for the collisions considered in this study are as
follows: kO+ ,O2

= 6.64 ⋅ 10−10 cm3 s−1, kO+ ,CO2
= 8.95 ⋅ 10−10 cm3 s−1, kO+

2 ,O2
= 8.20 ⋅ 10−10 cm3 s−1, and

kCO+
2 ,CO2

= 2.39 ⋅ 10−10 cm3 s−1.

3. Modeling Results
3.1. Jovian Current Sheet Configuration
Parameters of the Jovian magnetospheric O+ ions as they impinge on Callisto when the moon is located at
18:00 LT and with an asymmetric atmospheric profile are presented in Figure 2. Callisto was located near this
orbital position during three Galileo flybys (C20, C22, and C23; see Table 1), so the results for this local time
are directly relevant for understanding the measurements obtained during those encounters. For Figure 2
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Figure 2. Jovian magnetospheric O+ ion (a and b) bulk velocity, (c and d) number density, and (e and f) gyroradius

(rg = m|ui|
e|B| ) as it interacts with Callisto in the y = 0 (Figures 2a, 2c, and 2e) and z = 0 (Figures 2b, 2d, and 2f ) planes,

using the CphiO coordinate system.

and for the remainder of the study, the CphiO coordinate system is used. Figures 2a and 2b show the bulk
velocity, Figures 2c and 2d the number density, and Figures 2e and 2f the gyroradii of the impinging magne-
tospheric O+ ions. Figures 2a, 2c, and 2e display the quantities in the polar (y = 0) plane. This plane contains
the undisturbed upstream ion bulk velocity vector u0 (along x̂) and the undisturbed magnetic field vector B0

(along −ẑ). Figures 2b, 2d, and 2f display slices through the equatorial plane (z = 0) of the interaction region,
containing the undisturbed upstream velocity vector u0 and the undisturbed convective electric field vector
Ec,0 = −u0 × B0 (along −ŷ).

As plasma impinges on Callisto, the bulk velocity of the flow in the near vicinity of the moon is decreased
as the plasma is mass loaded by ionospheric ions and deflected around the obstacle, as visible in Figures 2a
and 2b. This corresponds to a density increase in the magnetospheric plasma on the ramside of Callisto on
the order of approximately 10 cm−3 = 100n0, visible in Figures 2c and 2d. The reduced bulk velocity and

increased density cause a decrease in the average gyroradius
(

rg = m|ui|
e|B|

)
of the magnetospheric plasma from

approximately 3RC in the unperturbed plasma to 2RC near Callisto. In the immediate vicinity of the moon
where the velocity is almost stagnant, the gyroradius of the upstream plasma goes to zero (Figures 2e and 2f).
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Figure 3. Total magnetic field strength in the y = 0 plane for (a–c) a symmetric atmosphere and (d–f ) an asymmetric
atmosphere around Callisto when located at 18:00 LT (Figures 3a and 3d), 12:00 LT (Figures 3b and 3e), and 06:00 LT
(Figures 3c and 3f ). The background field vector B0 is oriented along −ẑ.

However, upstream of approximately x =−3RC and downstream beyond x =2RC , the gyroradius of the mag-
netospheric ions increases to again be much larger than the size of Callisto, i.e., to more than 1.25RC . In the
polar plane at distances downstream larger than x = 2RC , the magnetospheric velocity and number density
return to their unperturbed states. However, the density and velocity depletions in the equatorial plane are
much more extended, as perturbed regions persist beyond x = 8RC downstream of the moon. These regions
exhibit asymmetries into the Jupiter-averted hemisphere.

The magnetospheric plasma perturbations exhibit only a minimal dependence on the location of Callisto’s
dayside ionosphere with respect to the impinging plasma. That is, the magnetospheric quantities display
very similar behavior at 18:00, 12:00, and 06:00 LT. Due to the high thermal velocity of the incident magne-
tospheric plasma (vth ≈ 212 km/s) and the resultantly large value of the plasma beta, any changes in the
magnetospheric flow patterns are readily smeared out by particle thermal motion. Therefore, the depen-
dence of the magnetospheric flow structures on local time is rather weak. This finding is also consistent with
our current understanding of Titan’s plasma interaction. Similar to Callisto, Titan is embedded in a magneto-
sphere with a large plasma beta (𝛽 ≈ 10), and various studies find the magnetospheric plasma flow pattern
around Titan to be only weakly affected by Saturn local time [Simon et al., 2006, 2007; Ledvina et al., 2012].
Therefore, we do not show results from the 12:00 LT and 06:00 LT simulations for the Jovian magnetospheric
plasma quantities.
3.1.1. Polar Plane
The magnetic field strength in the y = 0 plane for six different simulations is displayed in Figure 3. These
correspond to simulations with a symmetric atmosphere in Figures 3a–3c and simulations with an asymmetric
atmosphere in Figures 3d–3f, for 18:00 LT, 12:00 LT, and 06:00 LT (see Figure 1b for the various orbital positions
of the moon with respect to impinging plasma and photoionization). On the ramside of the moon, the Callisto
interaction region becomes visible at approximately x = −3RC , with the region of largest magnetic pileup
located near x = −2RC . As the impinging magnetospheric plasma is decelerated near the moon, the magnetic
field lines threading the plasma slow down as well and become trapped in the ionosphere of Callisto, resulting
in pileup of the magnetic field. This pileup region is symmetric with respect to the z = 0 plane. The structure
of the magnetic pileup is nearly identical for the different orbital positions of the moon considered in this
study. In the region of largest pileup, a peak field strength of more than 2|B0| is reached. This value may
be compared to the maximum strength of an induced magnetic field outside of the moon, which can be at
most equal to |B0| [Zimmer et al., 2000] or 4 nT for this setup. As such, induced magnetic field signals may
be locally concealed by those arising from the magnetosphere-ionosphere interaction. Any flybys that occur
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in or near the ramside hemisphere of Callisto when embedded in the weakly magnetized current sheet plasma
would therefore not be suitable to unambiguously identify magnetic signals generated via induction in a
subsurface ocean.

As with the ramside pileup region, the magnetic field in the wake is similar for each of the three orbital
positions of Callisto shown. These simulations reveal a high level of robustness of the electromagnetic fields
against changes in the location of the dayside ionosphere. A similarly robust behavior has been found to occur
at Titan as well [Ledvina et al., 2012]. As visible in the wakeside (x> 0) hemisphere of Callisto in each panel of
Figure 3, the magnetospheric magnetic field is prevented from entering the equatorial tail downstream of the
moon for any atmospheric configuration. A similar region of depleted magnetospheric field strength forms
regardless of Callisto’s distance to the center of the Jovian current sheet (see results presented in section 3.2).
Therefore, close flybys through this region of minimal magnetospheric field are most suitable to detect
induction signals from the moon’s interior that are not contaminated by magnetic enhancements driven by
the plasma interaction with Callisto’s ionosphere or by the magnetospheric background field itself. While
at large distances from Callisto, the induced field would be stretched into a magnetotail-like configuration
(similar to the interaction of Mercury with the solar wind as in Benna et al. [2010]), directly downstream of the
moon the unaltered induced field should dominate. For an alignment of the ambient magnetospheric field
with the −z axis, a close flyby through the wake of Callisto near z = 0 would be most suitable to detect such
induction signals.

Any deviation from an entirely southward orientation of the background field would lead to a relocation
of the area of reduced magnetospheric magnetic field. Such deviations become stronger with increasing
distance of the moon to the center of the Jovian current sheet, where the field changes from a nearly antipar-
allel alignment with the z axis to a nearly parallel alignment with the ±y axis. A nonzero By,0 component
would rotate the structures of the interaction region, including the region of reduced magnetospheric field in
Callisto’s tail, about the x axis. Additionally, a sweepback of magnetospheric field lines with respect to the
strictly corotating meridional plane may generate a nonnegligible Bx,0 component of the magnetospheric
field [Khurana and Kivelson, 1993], which would shift the region of reduced magnetic field to above or below
the z = 0 plane. Simon and Motschmann [2009] studied the case of a nonzero Bx,0 component for Titan’s plasma
interaction and found that the neutral sheet does not remain flat but rather exhibits a curved structure. With
the exception of the C9 flyby, all Galileo flybys of Callisto occurred in the moon’s equatorial wake. Therefore,
it is reasonable to assume that the region where the magnetospheric field is prevented from entering the
moon’s wake may have been missed by the spacecraft if a nonnegligible Bx,0 or By,0 were present. So while
substantial induction signals may have been present at Callisto during each of the flybys, the identification of
induction signals may be partially obscured depending on the trajectory of the flyby.

For future spacecraft missions, this result suggests that a precise model of the Jovian magnetospheric field at
the orbit of Callisto is needed to determine the orientation of the background field before a flyby occurs. It
would then be possible to choose a suitable inclination angle of the trajectory to aim for a close flyby through
the region of reduced magnetospheric field strength in the moon’s wake. In this way, one could see the induc-
tion signal in near isolation (barring any interconnection and coupling with other effects), regardless of the
strength and the extent of the plasma interaction with an ionosphere.

In comparing the magnetic field perturbations for a symmetric (Figures 3a–3c) and asymmetric
(Figures 3d–3f ) atmosphere at a certain local time, no discernible differences in the interaction exist. Regard-
less of the orbital location of Callisto with respect to Jupiter, as long as there is an atmosphere with a column
density of the same order as those proposed in the literature, the magnetic perturbations are similar both
qualitatively and quantitatively for both types of atmosphere model considered here. For example, the peak
value of the magnetic field in the pileup region is approximately 10 nT for all six simulations, with the cres-
cent shape of the field enhancement nearly identical at each respective local time. In the wake, the magnetic
field strength decreases to just above 2 nT for each local time and atmospheric configuration. The slight dif-
ferences that do emerge from the different atmospheric configurations would probably not be measurable
above the background fluctuations in the ambient magnetospheric field [cf. Kivelson et al., 1999, Figure 4c].

With the result that the symmetric or asymmetric nature of the atmosphere has only minor quantitative
impacts on the electromagnetic field perturbations near Callisto, it can be inferred that the fine struc-
ture of the atmospheric configuration plays only a minor role for quantifying the contribution of the
magnetosphere-ionosphere interaction to Callisto’s complex, entangled magnetic environment.
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Figure 4. The (a–c) x component of the magnetic field Bx and (d–f ) ionospheric O+
2 plasma number density in the y = 0

plane for an asymmetric atmosphere at the same times as Figure 3.

This result holds true for all flybys of Callisto that occur far outside of the moon’s atmosphere. Except for the
C30 flyby, the closest approaches of all Galileo flybys occurred near or well above 500 km (Table 1). These
distances correspond to more than two of the atmospheric scale heights used throughout this study. Even
with the increased scale heights, any changes in the structure of the atmosphere would occur on scales that
are on the order of 0.1RC and would only have a weak influence on the structure of the large-scale magnetic
field perturbations that occur on scales of 1–10 RC . The impact of different atmospheric configurations is even
more subtle in reality, as the actual scale height is a factor of 10 less than the one used here, so changes of
the atmosphere would occur on scales less than 0.01RC . Therefore, throughout the remainder of this study,
only results for Callisto with an asymmetric atmospheric configuration, as suggested by Kliore et al. [2002] and
consistent with Cunningham et al. [2015], will be presented. We would like to note, however, that for any future
flybys that occur through Callisto’s atmosphere (i.e., with closest approach altitudes on the order of 100 km),
the impact of varying atmospheric configurations would possibly be visible in magnetic field data.

We now seek to further constrain the magnetosphere-ionosphere interaction at Callisto as a function of local
time. Figures 4a–4c show, from left to right and for an asymmetric atmosphere, the Bx component of the
magnetic field in the y = 0 plane at 18:00 LT, 12:00 LT, and 06:00 LT. The two Alfvén wings are visible at an
angle 𝜃 = 70∘ against the background field, corresponding to an Alfvénic Mach number of MA = tan 𝜃 = 2.8
(for u0 ⟂ B0), [cf. Neubauer, 1980]. The structure of the Alfvén wings is nearly unaffected by the orbital position
of the moon, as the quantitative perturbations in Bx are nearly the same for each local time. As in Figure 3, the
magnetic perturbations are symmetric with respect to the z = 0 plane.

Figures 4d–4f display the number density of ionospheric O+
2 pickup ions at the same local times as above

in the y = 0 plane (containing B0 and u0). Since the density of ionospheric CO+
2 is more than an order of

magnitude smaller than the ionospheric O+
2 density, the CO+

2 ions essentially act as test particles and do not
have a noticeable impact on the electromagnetic fields. Therefore, figures displaying CO+

2 quantities are not
shown here. Similar to the magnetic field perturbations in the y = 0 plane, the region of increased O+

2 density is
nearly symmetric with respect to z = 0. At distances larger than x = 2RC , the pickup ion density enhancement
is confined to the neutral sheet between Callisto’s magnetic lobes (i.e., ±0.5RC along the z axis), where the
magnetic pressure is low. In other words, Callisto’s pickup tail exhibits a flat structure. Flybys of the moon that
occur above or below this flat tail would not see any density enhancement in the ion population associated
with Callisto. Additionally, the pickup tail appears to abruptly end near x = 5RC . The reason for this density
cutoff will become clear in section 3.1.2.
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Figure 5. (a–c) Total magnetic field strength in the z = 0 plane at the three local times presented in the study. (d) Bx , By ,
Bz , and |B| for a trajectory along the y axis at x = −1.5Rc and z = 0Rc when Callisto is located at 18:00 (black), 12:00
(red), and 06:00 (blue) local times.

3.1.2. Equatorial Plane
The total magnetic field in the z = 0 plane for the three orbital positions is shown in Figures 5a–5c. This is
also the plane that contains both the undisturbed convective electric field E0 (aligned with −ŷ) and the coro-
tational bulk velocity vector u0 (aligned with x̂). Because the model treats ions kinetically, this study resolves
magnetic field asymmetries driven by the large gyroradii of the pickup ions (see Table 2) in the plane perpen-
dicular to the magnetic field. In this plane, the pickup ions move on cycloidal trajectories with the open sides
of the cycloidal arcs facing Jupiter. Due to the large gyroradii of the pickup ions (rg,O+

2
= 6.61RC), the mag-

netic pileup region and the magnetic cavity are both shifted into the Jupiter-averted half-space (y < 0). The
distance between two subsequent turning points of each O+

2 cycloid is approximately Δx = 2𝜋rg = 41.5RC ,
and the particles reach a maximum distance to the y = 0 plane of Δy = 2rg = 13.2RC (see Simon et al. [2007]
for derivation of these equations). Slight variations in the magnetic field structure generated by changes of
Callisto’s orbital position are visible. When located at 18:00 LT and 12:00 LT, the region of magnetic field buildup
strongly wraps around the moon in the anti-Jovian half-space, whereas at 06:00 LT, this structure is far less
curved and still visible at y = −5RC compared to y = −3RC for the 18:00 and 12:00 LT simulations. Simon

et al. [2007] investigated Titan’s plasma environment at various local times and found that the magnetic field
shows a similar behavior.

To better illustrate the dependency of the magnetic field signatures on Callisto’s orbital position, Figure 5d dis-
plays the magnetic field components along a cut through Callisto’s ramside magnetic barrier at x = −1.5RC for
the three local times simulated in this study. The peak value of Bx at 06:00 LT (represented by the blue line
in the figure) is enhanced by approximately 0.7 nT and displaced into the Jupiter-averted hemisphere by
more than 1RC compared to at 18:00 (in black) and 12:00 LT (in red), while Bz is diminished by 1 nT and
displaced by more than 1RC into the Jupiter-averted hemisphere compared to the other two local times.
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Figure 6. (a–c) Ionospheric O+
2 pickup ion number density in the z = 0 plane. The color bar for the density values is

oversaturated to highlight the less dense tail structures at large distances (> 2RC ) from the surface of Callisto. (d–f ) Bulk
velocity of the O+

2 pickup ions, with max|u| ≈ 2|u0|.

However, these slight differences that arise due to the local time may not be observable by a spacecraft over
magnetospheric background “jitters” in the magnetic field that are not related to Callisto such as those visible
in Figure 4c of Kivelson et al. [1999].

Figures 6a–6c show the pickup ion number density of O+
2 in the z = 0 plane. For all three local times shown, an

asymmetric tail structure with respect to the y = 0 plane forms due to the large gyroradii of the pickup ions.
This asymmetric pickup tail extends far into the Jupiter-averted half-space. Beyond approximately x = 5RC ,
the entirety of the pickup tail is located in the y < 0 half-space, and beyond approximately x = 6RC , Callisto’s
pickup tail is shifted out of the moon’s geometric shadow due to the large ion gyroradii. For this reason, the ion
tail appears to abruptly end in the polar plane, as was visible in Figures 4d–4f. Similar effects have been found
at Titan [Simon et al., 2007; Feyerabend et al., 2015], Mars [Bößwetter et al., 2004], and comets [Bagdonat, 2005].
The newly generated ions escape along cycloidal trajectories that extend well out of the simulation domain.
The large gyroradius of the pickup ions (visible in the O+

2 pickup ion velocity displayed in Figures 6d–6f )
causes the upstream flank of the pickup tail to be perpendicular to the direction of corotational flow over
more than 5RC . This effect also occurs at weak comets: at large heliocentric distances, the cometary pickup
tail is perpendicular to the Sun-comet line and not transported radially by the solar wind [Bagdonat, 2005].

At 18:00 LT (Figure 6a), when incoming SUV radiation and corotation are aligned, the majority of the newly
generated ions on the ramside of the moon must convect completely around Callisto and are then lost into
the tail. The density increase in the tail near 1RC < x < 2RC is on the order of 100 cm−3, which is more than 10
times the density increase of the magnetospheric density in the same region between x = 1RC and x = 2RC .
The corresponding O+

2 pickup ion velocity plot for 18:00 LT (Figure 6d) shows that the pickup tail is much more
extended away from Jupiter than is visible in the density signature. The velocity of the pickup ions is limited to
approximately twice the magnetospheric background velocity |u0| [Simon et al., 2007], and this value is nearly
reached here at the edge of the simulation domain as the ions are accelerated over half of a gyration period
in approximately 261 s. The region of low velocity in Callisto’s wake corresponds to the region of increased
pickup ion density. For the simulation with Callisto located at 12:00 LT, i.e., with solar ionization aligned with
the +y direction and thus impinging on Callisto’s Jupiter-averted hemisphere, both the density (Figure 6b)
and bulk velocity (Figure 6e) patterns of the O+

2 pickup ion species are qualitatively similar to the structures
that occur at 18:00 LT. The simulation at 12:00 LT reveals only minor quantitative differences compared to the
interaction at 18:00 LT.
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However, when photoionization and corotation are antialigned at 06:00 LT, the structure of the tail is notice-
ably different. The number density and bulk velocity of O+

2 for this orbital position are shown in Figures 6c
and 6f. A second escape channel of enhanced density arises in the Jupiter-averted half-space near x = 2RC

compared to the 18:00 LT and 12:00 LT cases. In the wake of the moon, increased O+
2 pickup ion densi-

ties are also identified at 06:00 LT. This subtle increase arises from the location of the wakeside hemisphere
with respect to incoming solar radiation. As photoionization is maximized on the wakeside of the moon, the
majority of ions do not need to convect around Callisto. This allows for a denser ionospheric population to
accumulate in the wake compared to other orbital positions. Furthermore, the ions are injected into a region
of reduced magnetic field compared to the background value (see Figures 5a–5c). Therefore, many of the
ions initially become “trapped” in Callisto’s tail, as the electromagnetic fields are not able to efficiently pick up
the particles. Figure 6f shows the effect of the increased pickup ion density in the tail more clearly, where the
region of high velocity (depicted in red) for O+

2 ions is much narrower for −4RC < y < −10RC . Additionally,
the region of low pickup velocities at values less than |u0| (depicted in blues and greens) has grown at the
expense of the region with velocity values larger than |u0|. This process is the cause of the “unwrapping” of
the magnetic pileup region at 06:00 LT compared to 18:00 LT and 12:00 LT (Figures 5a–5c). The decreased
velocity at the Jupiter-averted flank of the moon prevents the magnetic field from penetrating deeply into
the wake of Callisto as it does at 18:00 and 12:00 LT.

Whereas only a slight dependence on local time is visible in the magnetic field structure, the number density
and especially the bulk velocities of the pickup ions are highly affected by the orbital position of the moon.
This is further seen in the fine structure of the density in the pickup tail. As shown in Figure 6, a wakeside
density increase on the order of 100 cm−3 is visible in the immediate vicinity of the moon for all three local
times. Further in the wake beginning around x = 3RC , a single filament of increased density extends into the
anti-Jovian hemisphere of Callisto for the three local times shown. At 06:00 LT, a second filament is visible
farther from the moon beginning near y = −4RC and extending downstream, marked by a number density
increase by more than a factor of 10 (depicted in orange and red hues). This structure is not present when
the moon is located at 18:00 or 12:00 LT. The split tail structure in the ion density of Callisto’s plasma wake
is similar to a process that spawns from Titan’s ionospheric interaction with the Saturnian magnetospheric
plasma. Filamentation in Titan’s ion pickup tail has been measured by the Cassini Plasma Spectrometer during
the T9, T63, and T75 tail crossings [Coates et al., 2012]. These structures have been modeled with a hybrid
approach by Feyerabend et al. [2015].

The high density of slow ionospheric particles is responsible for partially shielding the O+
2 ions from pickup

by the magnetospheric electromagnetic fields. As freshly ionized particles move into the wake of Callisto, the
density of slow ionospheric particles in the tail is more than an order of magnitude larger than the magne-
tospheric O+ number density in the same region. This accumulation of a low-speed population reduces the
bulk velocity of the ions, represented by

ui =
nms

nms + nis
ums +

nis

nms + nis
uis , (19)

where subscripts ms and is correspond to magnetospheric and ionospheric ions, respectively. The decrease
of ui in the tail reduces the convective electric field

Ec = −ui × B (20)

which is represented by the first term on the right-hand side of equation (7). This partially prevents further
pickup of the tail ions by the magnetospheric electric field. Then, because of the reduced bulk velocity of
the plasma, the continuity equation requires the plasma density to increase further, thereby reducing the
convective electric field even more. In this manner, the ions in the tail partially shield themselves from the
electromagnetic fields generated by the plasma interaction. This process is most effective at 06:00 LT, when
ions produced by photoionization can directly fill Callisto’s wake and the density of ionospheric particles in
the tail is maximized, but is present at 18:00 and 12:00 LT as well.

Similar effects occur at other solar system bodies. The density of pickup ions in the tail of Titan is controlled
by a positive feedback loop arising from the mechanism described above. The densest “core region” of Titan’s
tail shields itself from pickup by the ambient electromagnetic fields [Simon et al., 2008]. At weak comets,
this feedback mechanism manifests in the form of a heavy ion density jump at the outer boundary of the
interaction region, where increased heavy ion densities reduce the pickup efficiency of the electric field
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Figure 7. (a) Magnetospheric O+ density, (b) ionospheric O+
2 density, and (c) total ion/electron number density in the wake of Callisto along the x axis at 18:00

(black), 12:00 (red), and 06:00 (blue) LT. The maximum electron density values at the altitude of closest approach from the C3 (orange triangle) and C10 (pink
square) flybys are included as well. Note the much lower maximum density value and axis range in Figure 7a compared to Figures 7b and 7c. The background
magnetospheric density is set to n0 = 0.1 cm−3.

[Bagdonat, 2005]. That study also noted the analogy between this shielding and that of the electric field in
a Faraday cage. Whether at Callisto, Titan, or weak comets, this mechanism is purely kinetic and can only be
resolved through simulations that treat the pickup ions as individual particles.

To more clearly illustrate the differences in density, Figure 7 shows the density of (a) the O+ magnetospheric
ions, (b) O+

2 ionospheric ions, and (c) the total ion density in the wake along the x axis, which includes the sum
of O+, CO+

2 , and O+
2 ions. Each line corresponds to a different local time: 18:00 (black), 12:00 (red), or 06:00 (blue)

LT. Note that number density is zero for |x| < 1RC , as this corresponds to locations beneath the surface of the
moon, and the slight density visible below 1RC is due to the finite cell size in the simulation domain. For the
upstream plasma (Figure 7a), an increase of approximately 2n0 to 0.25 cm−3 is seen near the surface in Callisto’s
wake. Approximately 0.5RC downstream, this enhancement returns to the background value. Figure 7b shows
that the ionospheric O+

2 pickup ion density in the tail of the moon increases to more than 1000n0.

In comparing Figures 7b and 7c, the O+
2 density clearly dominates the pickup ion population in the tail.

At 06:00 LT, a maximum total ion (Figure 7c) density increase to nearly 600 cm−3 is seen. Since we assume
quasi-neutrality, the ion densities shown here also represent the total electron number density along this arti-
ficial trajectory and can be directly compared to the maximum electron number density values measured by
the plasma wave instrument on Galileo during flybys of Callisto [Gurnett et al., 1992]. Because the C3 and C10
flybys occurred near 06:00 LT and in Callisto’s wake, the wakeside density values at 06:00 LT can be directly
compared to measurements in Gurnett et al. [1997, 2000] for the two flybys, represented in Figure 7c by an
orange triangle for the C3 flyby and by a pink square for the C10 flyby. Gurnett et al. [1997, 2000] found plasma
densities of 100 cm−3 for C3 and 400 cm−3 for C10, which is of the same order of magnitude as the values
seen here. A magnetospheric number density increase in the moon’s wake to a value of 0.25 cm −3 is unable
to explain the much stronger electron density enhancement of 100–400 cm−3 measured by Galileo flybys.
These density values are only matched through inclusion of an atmosphere, emphasizing the important role
of Callisto’s atmosphere and ionosphere in its interaction.

3.2. Jovian Lobe Configuration
When Callisto is located in one of the lobes of the Jovian magnetodisk, i.e., in regions where the field lines
are radially stretched and compressed, the magnetic field strength encountered by the moon can be nearly
an order of magnitude larger than in the current sheet. To study the plasma interaction under these magne-
tospheric conditions, results are presented with the use of |B0| = 40 nT [see, for example, Neubauer, 1998;
Kivelson et al., 2004]. This magnetic field strength increase reduces the size of the ion gyroradii by an order of
magnitude (displayed in Table 2), leading to a much more symmetric structure of the interaction region.

As previously mentioned, B0 remains aligned along −ẑ to facilitate comparison with results in section 3.1.
Although the ionosphere is expected to have less of an effect on the plasma interaction at this location [cf.
Zimmer et al., 2000], the contribution of the ionosphere still affects the overall entangled interaction scenario
at Callisto. It is therefore important to understand the extent to which the magnetic field and plasma per-
turbations are driven by the interaction with Callisto’s ionosphere. As shown in section 3.1 when the moon
is embedded in the Jovian current sheet, the electromagnetic field perturbations generated by the plasma
interaction with Callisto’s ionosphere are nearly independent of the solar phase angle. The impact of the
angle between the direction of photoionization and corotation is even weaker with an increased background
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Figure 8. For the case of Callisto embedded in one of the magnetodisk lobes of Jupiter with B0 = −40ẑ nT:
electromagnetic and plasma quantities in the y = 0 plane displaying (a) total magnetic field magnitude |B|, (b) the
magnetic field component Bx , and (c) number density of ionospheric O+

2 pickup ions. Electromagnetic and plasma
quantities in the z = 0 plane for (d) total magnetic field magnitude |B|, (e) magnetospheric O+ number density,
(f ) magnetospheric O+ bulk velocity, (g) total electric field magnitude |E| for the entire simulation domain,
(h) ionospheric O+

2 number density, and (i) ionospheric O+
2 bulk velocity.

magnetic field because the “stiffness” of the magnetic field lines is increased; i.e., it is harder to drape the
magnetospheric field around the moon. We therefore focus only on the 18:00 LT case, as the interactions that
occur at 12:00 and 06:00 LT exhibit very similar behavior.

Figure 8 presents the interaction of Callisto with the Jovian magnetospheric plasma when embedded in one
of the magnetodisk lobes. Figures 8a–8c show a polar (y = 0) slice through the interaction region, whereas
Figures 8d–8i display an equatorial (z = 0) slice, all at 18:00 local time (corresponding to 𝛼⊙ = 270∘). The total
magnetic field magnitude in the y = 0 plane is plotted in Figure 8a. Similar to the current sheet cases, a pileup
region begins to form upstream at approximately x = −3RC , with a peak field enhancement of approximately
8 nT. The reduced inclination of the Alfvén wing prevents the magnetic field from wrapping around Callisto as
strongly as in the Jovian current sheet. Therefore, the crescent structure of the ramside magnetic perturbation
is far less pronounced here. Downstream of Callisto, the field decreases in strength by nearly 4 nT compared
to the background field. Figure 8b shows the Alfvén wing at an angle of 15∘ clearly visible in Bx much beyond
the regions where the magnetic field magnitude is perturbed. Similar to the current sheet simulations, the
perturbations in the magnetic field are symmetric with respect to z = 0 in this plane.

In examining the magnetic field in the equatorial pickup plane (Figure 8d), we see that the perturbations are
nearly symmetric about y = 0 as well. There is a slight asymmetry where the pileup region extends into the
y < 0 half-space to y = −2RC , but the expansion of the magnetic pileup into the y < 0 half-space that was
present in the current sheet case has almost disappeared. This is due to the much smaller gyroradii of the
ionospheric pickup species. For the wake, Figure 8d shows that the area of reduced magnetic field exhibits an
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asymmetric pattern, as the region of reduced field extends to y = −4RC in the y < 0 hemisphere but only to
y = 2RC in the y> 0 hemisphere. When the moon is located near the center of the Jovian current sheet, this
asymmetry is much more pronounced (see Figures 5a–5c).

When Callisto is embedded in the Jovian current sheet, the peak perturbation in the magnetic field,
Δ|B| = |B| − |B0|, is approximately 6 nT (e.g., Figure 3). Similarly, when located in one of Jupiter’s magne-
todisk lobes, the maximum value of the perturbation to the background magnetic field is on the order of 8 nT.
However, the relative value of the perturbation is Δ|B||B0| ≈ 1.5 in the current sheet, whereas for the lobe sce-

nario, Δ|B||B0| ≈ 0.2. This result is of paramount importance for disentangling magnetic signals generated by a

combination of the magnetosphere-ionosphere interaction, magnetosphere-dipole interaction, and induced
magnetic fields.

When Callisto is located far from the center of the Jovian current sheet, the signal generated by the
magnetosphere-ionosphere interaction alone is still on the order of 20% of the background field. So although
induction signals may dominate in this scenario, a nonnegligible portion of the magnetic perturbations may
still be generated by the magnetosphere-ionosphere interaction. Therefore, the ionospheric contribution to
the perturbed electromagnetic fields needs to be taken into account when investigating the magnetic field
in flyby data near the moon. This finding is consistent with Strobel et al. [2002].

As with the symmetry of the current sheet scenarios in the y = 0 plane, the number density for the iono-
spheric O+

2 is symmetric in the y = 0 plane about the z axis (Figure 8c). On the ramside of the moon, while
the peak density value remains consistent with the Jovian current sheet scenario (e.g., Figure 4d), the region
of enhanced ion density is confined closer to Callisto’s surface for the lobe scenario. The O+

2 density increase
extends to only x = −2RC upstream, as the increased ambient magnetic field restricts the ionosphere from
further expansion toward upstream. In the wake, where a cutoff of the tail was visible when the moon was
embedded in the Jovian current sheet (e.g., Figure 4d), a symmetric cone-like region of enhanced ion density
is formed in the lobe scenario. This structure is caused by the decreased inclination of the Alfvén wings which
broadens the region of reduced magnetic field. Thus, the region of reduced magnetic pressure into which the
pickup ions can expand is enlarged, and a broader tail is formed. The wider structure of the pickup tail sug-
gests that detection of increased ion density in Callisto’s wake by a spacecraft would be easier as the tail is not
as “flat” compared to the current sheet scenario. Additionally, the tail remains in the y = 0 plane (i.e., is not
bent out of this plane by gyration of ionospheric pickup ions) further downstream compared to the current
sheet scenario. The pickup tail is finally shifted out of this plane at x = 8RC (cf. Figure 8h).

For the z = 0 plane, Figure 8e displays the perturbation in the number density of the magnetospheric O+ ions
as they interact with Callisto. A region of enhanced O+ density is visible at the ramside of Callisto and the flanks
of the interaction region as the plasma is diverted around the moon in a nearly symmetric manner. This overall
symmetric structure is also visible in Figure 8f, which shows the velocity of the magnetospheric O+ ions. At
the sides of the moon where the ions are deflected around Callisto, velocity enhancements to nearly twice
the upstream velocity can be identified in both the y < 0 and y> 0 hemispheres. The deflection is much more
symmetric than in the current sheet situation (Figure 2). Slightly asymmetric patterns are still visible, especially
in the density increase near the surface of the moon that is more pronounced in the y < 0 hemisphere. This
suggests that the nonnegligible ion gyroradii are still important. Finally, the magnetospheric density in the
wake is reduced to below the background value of 0.1 cm−3. This echoes a result of the current sheet scenario.
To explain the electron density enhancements in Callisto’s wake for flybys C3 and C10 [see Gurnett et al., 1997,
2000], an atmosphere surrounding the moon must be present. Increases in the magnetospheric O+ plasma
density alone are not sufficient to explain the density increase by 2 orders of magnitude.

Similar to the upstream number density, the overall structure of the ionospheric O+
2 number density pertur-

bation displayed in Figure 8h is rather symmetric with respect to the y = 0 plane. Only the fine structure of
the ionospheric O+

2 density displays asymmetries. To a much larger degree than in the current sheet scenario
(see Figure 6c), a filamented ion tail is formed downstream of Callisto. The escaping pickup ions are mainly
confined to two tube-like channels of increased density, each possessing a thickness of approximately 1RC .
The filament in the y> 0 hemisphere is bent slightly toward the y = 0 plane, while the filament in the y < 0
hemisphere is more aligned with the direction of corotation and is longer than its counterpart, extending
approximately 8RC downstream.
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As can be seen from Figure 8i, the flow pattern of the ionospheric O+
2 ions is strongly asymmetric. Similar to the

scenario of Callisto located in the Jovian current sheet, the ions are picked up by the electromagnetic fields
and accelerated over half of a gyration period (approximately 26.1 s) into the y<0 half-space. Again, the
cycloidal structure of the pickup tail is visible in the bulk velocity pattern, with the pickup velocity largest near
the turning points of the cycloidal arcs. These arcs are an order of magnitude smaller compared to the current
sheet scenario but are still comparable to the size of Callisto, with Δx = 2𝜋rg = 4.15RC and Δy = 2rg = 1.32RC

for ionospheric O+
2 . Thus, even when Callisto is located in the lobes of Jupiter’s magnetodisk, the study of its

plasma interaction requires a kinetic treatment of the ions.

The extension of Callisto’s interaction region in the plane perpendicular to the background magnetic field is
visible in Figure 8g, which shows the electric field (equation (7)). In contrast to the other panels of Figure 8, this
panel displays the entire simulation domain that extends from−9RC ≤ x ≤ 21RC and−21RC ≤ y ≤ 9RC . In this
plane, Callisto’s interaction region extends approximately 20RC downstream of the moon, characterized by
a cavity where the electric field is drastically reduced compared to the background value. This region corre-
sponds to the regions of reduced flow velocities (see Figures 8f and 8i) of the magnetospheric and ionospheric
species. A large-scale symmetry in the perturbed electric field is visible with the persistence of smaller
asymmetric features.

The results of this simulation confirm the findings of Strobel et al. [2002], who suggest large-scale deflection of
Jupiter’s magnetospheric plasma around Callisto due to interaction with its ionosphere alone. These authors
analytically solve for a plasma bulk velocity on the order of 0.1 km s−1. Although here the minimum bulk
velocities of magnetospheric O+ (Figure 8f ) and ionospheric O+

2 (Figure 8i) ions are on the order of 1 km s−1,
the velocity values near the moon in this study are consistent with a substantial deceleration of the ambient
flow. Strobel et al. [2002] were unable to discriminate between magnetospheric and ionospheric ions, but both
species reduce to a similar velocity near Callisto. Additionally, the analytical solution to the ratio of the electric
field in the Alfvén wing compared to the undisturbed convective electric field in Strobel et al. [2002] of 7 ⋅10−4

is approximately equal to the ratio of 1 ⋅ 10−3 obtained here.

4. Conclusions

This study has presented modeling results of the interaction between Callisto’s ionosphere and the Jovian
magnetospheric plasma environment. Since the gyroradii of pickup ions are large compared to Callisto, we use
a hybrid simulation code to resolve large asymmetric structures that manifest near the moon. The interaction
at three distinct orbital locations of the moon was investigated by systematically changing the angle between
photoionization and plasma corotation. Because Callisto’s distance to the Jovian magnetospheric current
sheet varies during the course of the moon’s orbit, model runs with different values of the background mag-
netic field were examined as well. This study investigated the contribution of the magnetosphere-ionosphere
interaction in isolation, which facilitates the understanding of complex magnetic signatures observed near
the moon. The results of this study suggest the following:

1. The electromagnetic field perturbations generated by the interaction between the Jovian magnetospheric
plasma and Callisto’s ionosphere show a high degree of robustness against changes in the orbital posi-
tion or solar phase angle, in the sense that these signatures undergo only slight changes as the moon
orbits Jupiter for a constant distance to the center of the Jovian current sheet. The differences that mate-
rialize as a result of the changing orbital position are minimal between each location and may be difficult
to detect over fluctuations of the ambient magnetospheric field. Even though the scale height used in this
study is increased by a factor of 10, the effects of changing atmospheric orientation are weak. In reality,
with scale heights for the atmosphere on the order of 23 km, compared to the plasma interaction scales of
1–10 RC , the impact of changing atmospheric orientation would be even weaker. As a result, in studying
the magnetosphere-ionosphere interaction of Callisto, the detailed structure of the atmosphere and iono-
sphere does not need to be resolved. This holds true as long as the closest approach of a spacecraft flyby
occurs above multiple atmospheric scale heights. Considering that most Galileo flybys of Callisto occurred
at altitudes much larger than an atmospheric scale height, this result is even more substantial and directly
relevant for future studies that aim to identify magnetic induction signals in magnetic field data.

2. Differences in the magnetosphere-ionosphere interaction that are visible as a function of Callisto’s orbital
position affect mainly the pickup ion density and bulk velocity. These differences arise mainly in regions
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of low pickup ion density where currents are weak and are therefore unable to noticeably influence the
magnetic field near the moon.

3. When embedded in the weak magnetic field of Jupiter’s magnetodisk current sheet, the strength of the
magnetic signal generated by the interaction between the magnetospheric plasma and Callisto’s iono-
sphere locally exceeds the ambient magnetospheric field magnitude by a factor of more than twice the
background field and is therefore much stronger than any magnetic signal generated by induction in a
putative subsurface ocean. Especially at the ramside of Callisto, the magnetic field perturbations driven by
the magnetosphere-ionosphere interaction can easily obscure any fields generated by induction effects.
As a result, flybys through the ramside pileup region when the moon is embedded in the Jovian cur-
rent sheet would only be useful in further understanding the magnetosphere-ionosphere interaction in
isolation. On the other hand, when embedded in one of the lobes of the Jovian magnetodisk, induction sig-
nals can dominate the magnetic field perturbations near the moon. However, the signal generated by the
magnetosphere-ionosphere interaction is still of appreciable magnitude (with a relative strength of about
0.2 times the background field) and may not be neglected when studying the coupled interaction scenario
that includes magnetic signatures driven by induction as well as the plasma interaction.

4. To explain Galileo plasma measurements of enhanced electron density during the C3 and C10 flybys through
Callisto’s wake, inclusion of the moon’s atmosphere and ionosphere is necessary. Previous studies that lack
an atmosphere in their model are unable to match the density increases by 2 orders of magnitude, as the
transport of magnetospheric particles into the wake only accounts for an approximate doubling of the
background density value at most.

5. Along the direction of the magnetospheric background magnetic field, Callisto’s pickup tail is flat and sym-
metric, confined to 1–2 RC . However, in planes perpendicular to the background magnetic field, the plasma
interaction with Callisto’s ionosphere exhibits nonnegligible asymmetries. Gyration of ionospheric particles
drives the pickup tail into the hemisphere where the undisturbed convective electric field points away from
the moon. The pickup ions move along cycloidal arcs that are comparable to or even clearly exceed the
size of Callisto’s radius. A simulation model that treats these pickup ions kinetically is therefore required to
resolve the asymmetries of Callisto’s interaction.

The present study provides the basis for understanding the complete, entangled interaction scenario that
occurs at Callisto. Our future studies of the moon’s interaction with the Jovian magnetospheric environment
will include the coupling of the magnetosphere-ionosphere interaction with magnetic fields generated via
induction in a subsurface ocean.

Appendix A: Comparison to Galileo Flyby Data

Magnetic field flyby data from C3 and C9 are compared to the hybrid model A.I.K.E.F., with the model includ-
ing an induced dipole at Callisto. Zimmer et al. [2000] have suggested that the ionospheric interaction was
minimized during the C3 and C9 flybys, and therefore, the results presented in this section consider only the
plasma-dipole interaction. These simulations are used for the purpose of validating the hybrid model with
results presented previously in the literature.

For both flybys, upstream parameters as presented in Table 2 are used with the exception of the background
magnetic field vector (and thus also any quantities affected by the magnitude of |B0|). For the C3 flyby,
we set B0 =

(
Bx,0 x̂ + By,0 ŷ + Bz,0 ẑ

)
=

(
−2.4 x̂ − 31.7 ŷ − 10.8 ẑ

)
nT, while for the C9 flyby, we set B0 =(

3.3 x̂ + 33.9 ŷ − 9.4 ẑ
)

nT. With these background magnetic field values, the induced magnetic moment of
Callisto, Mind, can be calculated using

Mind = −
2𝜋RC

𝜇0
A
(

Bx,0 x̂ + By,0 ŷ
)

, (A1)

where we set the amplitude A—which is determined by parameters of Callisto’s subsurface ocean—to 0.85
(see Zimmer et al. [2000], Saur et al. [2010], or Lindkvist et al. [2015], for further discussion).

Magnetic field data from the Galileo magnetometer are plotted in black in Figure A1 for the (a) C3 and (b) C9
flybys of Callisto. The pure dipolar field corresponding to Mind in equation (A1) is displayed in red, and plotted
in blue is the result of running the A.I.K.E.F. hybrid simulation with this induced dipolar magnetic field included.
The overall structure of the pure dipolar field generated by Mind for each flyby agrees well with measured
magnetic field data, which is consistent with the findings of Zimmer et al. [2000]. However, especially in By
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Figure A1. Magnetic field signatures from the (a) C3 and (b) C9 flybys. In black is the measured Galileo magnetic field, in
red is a pure dipolar magnetic field, and in blue is the result of the A.I.K.E.F. hybrid simulation code run with the induced
dipolar field. The time of closest approach to Callisto is marked by the vertical green line.
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and |B|, the magnetic field generated by a purely dipolar field is slightly offset in magnitude from the actual
magnetic field measured by Galileo. By simulating the moon’s plasma interaction with an induced dipole in
the hybrid model (blue lines), the magnetic field along each of the flyby trajectories is closer to the observed
field value, as the plasma interaction compresses the dipole magnetic field lines generated by induction in a
subsurface ocean. These results are consistent with the findings presented in Khurana et al. [1998], Kivelson
et al. [1999], Zimmer et al. [2000], and Lindkvist et al. [2015] and show that A.I.K.E.F. is able to reproduce Galileo
data at least as accurately as previously published studies.

We would again like to emphasize that running the hybrid simulation with inclusion of both, Callisto’s atmo-
sphere and an induced magnetic moment, would be a completely new paper on its own and is beyond the
scope of the present study.
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